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TRANSPORT, INFRASTRUCTURE AND CLIMATE CHANGE COMMITTEE 

 
 

AGENDA 
 

4th Meeting, 2008 (Session 3) 
 

Tuesday 19 February 2008 
 
The Committee will meet at 2.00 pm in Committee Room 5 to consider the following 
agenda items:   
 

1. Decisions on taking business in private: The Committee will consider whether 
to take agenda item 4 in private. 

2. Subordinate Legislation: The Committee will consider the following negative 
instrument— 

The Scottish Road Works Register (Prescribed Fees and Amounts) 
Regulations 2008 (SSI 2008/16). 

3. Inquiry into Ferry Services in Scotland - witness expenses: The Committee 
will be invited to delegate to the Convener responsibility for arranging for the 
SPCB to pay, under Rule 12.4.3, any expenses of witnesses in the inquiry.  

4. Inquiry into Ferry Services in Scotland: The Committee will consider its 
approach to its inquiry.  

 
Steve Farrell 

Clerk to the Committee  
Room no T3.40 

Tel no: 0131-348-5211 
Email: steve.farrell@scottish.parliament.uk 

 

mailto:steve.farrell@scottish.parliament.uk
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The papers for this meeting are as follows: 
 
Agenda Item 2 
 
Cover note 
The Scottish Road Works Register (Prescribed Fees and 
Amounts) Regulations 2008 (SSI 2008/16)
 
Agenda Item 3 
 
Cover note 
 
Agenda Item 4 
 
Briefing paper 
 

 
 
 
 
 
TIC/S3/08/4/1 
 
 
 
 
 
TIC/S3/08/4/2 
 
 
 
TIC/S3/08/4/3(P) 
 

 

http://www.oqps.gov.uk/legislation/ssi/ssi2008/pdf/ssi_20080016_en.pdf
http://www.oqps.gov.uk/legislation/ssi/ssi2008/pdf/ssi_20080016_en.pdf
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TRANSPORT, INFRASTRUCTURE AND CLIMATE CHANGE COMMITTEE 
 

4th Meeting, 2008 (Session 3) 

Tuesday 19 February 2008 
 

Subordinate Legislation Cover Note 
 

Title of Instrument The Scottish Road Works Register (Prescribed 
Fees and Amounts) Regulations 2008 
(SSI 2008/16). 

Standing Order 10.4 (Negative) 
Laid Date 23 January 2008 
Circulated to 
Members 

14 February 2008 

Meeting Date 19 February 2008 
Reporting Deadline 10 March 2008 
 
Purpose 
 
1. Section 112A(1) of the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991 (“the Act”) 
(as inserted by section 19 of the Transport (Scotland) Act 2005) provides for 
the Scottish Road Works Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) to keep a 
register to be known as the Scottish Road Works Register (“the SRWR”). 
 
2. Section 112A(4) allows the Scottish Ministers, by regulations, to provide 
that the payment to the Commissioner of the prescribed fee is a condition of 
access to the SRWR and they may make other provision as to the payment to 
the Commissioner by such persons as are prescribed of such amounts as are 
prescribed.  These Regulations exercise that power.  
 
Policy Objectives 
 
3. The Transport (Scotland) Act 2005, amongst other matters, aims to 
improve the co-ordination, planning and quality of road works carried out in 
Scotland. Part 2 of the Act, which includes amendments to NRSWA provides 
a statutory framework for improvements to road works. The amendments 
made to NRSWA include the insertion of section 112A which provides for the 
Scottish Road Works Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) to keep a register 
to be known as the Scottish Road Works Register (“SRWR”). 
 
4.  Section 112A(4) enables the Scottish Ministers by regulations to provide 
that the payment to the Commissioner of a prescribed fee is a condition of 
access to the SRWR and to make other provisions as to the payment to the 
Commissioner by such persons as are prescribed of such amounts as are 
prescribed. Section 112A(5) provides that the amounts received by the 
Commissioner pursuant to subsection (4) are to be applied by the 
Commissioner to the keeping of the SRWR. 
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This instrument accordingly exercises that power to prescribe the fees, 
persons and amounts.  
 
5. Further information on the policy objectives and consultation can be 
found in the Executive note which is attached.  
 
Subordinate Legislation Committee Report 
 
6. The Subordinate Legislation Committee drew this instrument to the 
attention of the lead committee and the Parliament on the grounds that an 
explanation was sought from and provided by the Scottish Government, with 
which it is satisfied. An extract from the Subordinate Legislation Committee’s 
6th Report 2008 (Session 3) is attached at annexe A of this note.    
 
Recommendation 
 
7. The Committee is invited to consider any issues which it wishes to 
raise in reporting to the Parliament on this instrument. 
 

Steve Farrell 
Clerk to the Communities Committee 

Tel. 0131 348 5211 
email: steve.farrell@scottish.parliament.uk 

http://www.oqps.gov.uk/legislation/ssi/ssi2008/en/ssien_20080016_en.pdf
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Annexe A 

The Scottish Road Works Register (Prescribed Fees and Amounts) 
Regulations 2008 (SSI 2008/16)

On 29th January 2008, the Committee asked the Scottish Government to 
clarify the following points–– 

(1) in relation to the second paragraph of the preamble to the instrument, why 
the approach has been taken to refer to Scottish Ministers having “consulted 
with such persons and road works authorities as they think appropriate”, given 
that–– 

(a) section 163A(2) of the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991 provides 
that before making the Regulations, the Scottish Ministers shall consult “such 
(a) persons considered by Scottish Ministers to be representative of the 
interests of undertakers, (b) road works authorities, (c) other persons, as the 
Scottish Ministers think appropriate”;  

(b) paragraph 8 of the Executive Note supplied with the instrument confirms 
that the Government has consulted both roads authorities and undertakers on 
the instrument; and   

(2) if it is considered that the second paragraph of the preamble should also 
refer to consultation with persons considered to be representative of the 
interests of undertakers, what the effect of this omission is (if any), on the 
validity or operation of the instrument.“ 

The Scottish Government’s response is reproduced in the Appendix. 

Section 163A(2) of the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991 sets out a pre-
condition that Ministers require to implement, before making the Regulations. 
The Committee notes that it is normal drafting practice to refer to the 
satisfaction of preconditions in the preamble, which the Scottish Government 
has done, but that the reference omits mention of such persons considered to 
be representative of the interests of (statutory) undertakers.   

Section 163A(2) refers to 3 sets of persons ((a) to (c)) who require to be 
consulted, before the Regulations are made. The Committee considers that it 
would have been good drafting practice to have reflected the reference to 
those 3 sets of persons, who have been consulted. It also does not find the 
reference to the earlier SSI 2007/411 compelling, as this does not require to 
be taken as a precedent that requires the Committee to accept the previous 
approach.   

The Committee considers however, that the response offered does set out a 
valid approach to the drafting of the preamble of the instrument. It notes that, 
essentially, the drafter considered that the preamble wording could be 
shortened in this case, and that this also reflected the terms of SSI 2007/411. 
On balance therefore, the Committee considers that this does not constitute a 
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failure to follow normal or proper drafting practice, nor is it a point of defective 
drafting.  

The Committee also agrees that the wording used in the preamble does not 
affect the validity or operation of the instrument.   

The Committee draws this instrument to the attention of the Parliament 
on the grounds that an explanation was sought from and provided by 
the Scottish Government, with which it is satisfied.

Appendix 

On 29th January 2008 the Committee asked the Scottish Government to 
clarify the following points–– 

“(1) in relation to the second paragraph of the preamble to the instrument, why 
the approach has been taken to refer to Scottish Ministers having “consulted 
with such persons and road works authorities as they think appropriate”, given 
that–– 

(a) section 163A(2) of the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991 provides 
that before making the Regulations, the Scottish Ministers shall consult “such 
(a) persons considered by Scottish Ministers to be representative of the 
interests of undertakers, (b) road works authorities, (c) other persons, as the 
Scottish Ministers think appropriate”;  

(b) paragraph 8 of the Executive Note supplied with the instrument confirms 
that the Government has consulted both roads authorities and undertakers on 
the instrument; and   

(2) if it is considered that the second paragraph of the preamble should also 
refer to consultation with persons considered to be representative of the 
interests of undertakers, what the effect of this omission is (if any), on the 
validity or operation of the instrument.” 

The Scottish Government responds as follows––

In relation to the Committee’s first question, the reference to "persons" in the 
second paragraph of the preamble to the instrument is intended to catch 
those "persons" mentioned in section 163A(2)(a) and (c) of the New Roads 
and Street Works Act 1991.  Whilst paragraph (a) particularises the “persons” 
with which it is concerned we consider that all of the persons referred to by 
both the paragraphs are covered by the single reference which was also used 
in the recent Scottish Road Works Commissioner (Imposition of Penalties) 
Regulations 2007 (S.S.I. 2007/411) which was subject to the same 
consultation requirement. 

In relation to the Committee’s second question, we are of the view that even if 
there had been an omission that would have no effect on the validity or 
operation of the instrument as the consultation carried out prior to the making 
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of the instrument complied with the requirements of section 163A.  As the 
Committee has highlighted in its first question, paragraph 8 of the Executive 
Note confirms that the Government consulted roads authorities and 
undertakers on the instrument during November 2006 and again in December 
2007. 
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TRANSPORT, INFRASTRUCTURE AND CLIMATE CHANGE COMMITTEE 
 

19 FEBRUARY 2008 
 

INQUIRY INTO FERRY SERVICES IN SCOTLAND  
 

WITNESS EXPENSES 
 

Background  
 1. Under Rule 12.4.3 of Standing Orders, the Committee may arrange for 
payment of expenses incurred by any witness invited to give evidence at a 
committee meeting. Reimbursement is entirely at the discretion of the 
Committee.  
 
 2. The witness expenses scheme was established by the Parliament on 6 July 
2000 (motion S1M-1086) and sets out the categories of claim that may be 
considered.  
 
Action  
 3. The Committee is invited to delegate to the Convener responsibility for 
arranging for the SPCB to pay, under Rule 12.4.3, any witness expenses 
which arise during the Committee’s inquiry into ferry services in Scotland. 
However, in the event of the Convener rejecting a claim, it will be referred 
back to the Committee for consideration.  
 

Steve Farrell  
Clerk to the Communities Committee  

Tel. 0131 348 5211  
email: steve.farrell@scottish.parliament.uk  
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